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ABSTRACT 

The objective of this paper is in general to pre
sent analytic tools for the performance study of 
computer communication networks, and is in partic
ular motivated by a need to understand how re
stricted buffer sharing policies can be used for 
congestion control in the nodes of a packet 
switching computer communication network. 

Models of a single packet switching node with 
finite storage and restricted buffer sharing 
policies are presented . Effects of acknowledge
ment signals as well as retransmission are con
sidered. 

We introduce the concept "penalty functions" and 
incorporate these in the packet switching node 
model in order to give priority to packets that 
have reached their destination node and thus 
should not be lost. 

The single packet switching node models are used 
to form a model of a complete packet switching 
network. 

INTRODUCTION 

During the last decade we have witnessed a growth 
in packet switching computer communication net
works. This evolution has been guided by lessons 
learned in the early networks designs during the 
sixties. Today we find a number of small local as 
well as large public packet switching networks 
spread over the world. One of the main reasons 
for the rise of packet switching networks is the 
considerable economical benefits that can be 
achieved by sharing resources, i e by sharing 
computational capacities as well as transmission 
links and switching computers. 

In various real time systems, like a communica
tion system, there exist mechanisms to prevent an 
overload demand for service. 

Within the field of computer communication net
works the need for such mechanisms are much more 
accentuated for packet switching networks than 
for circuit switching networks . In a circuit 
switching network, once network resources are 
offered to a user, the user is guaranteed the use 
of these resources until completion of the commu
cation. As opposed to this many packet switching 
networks are built based on the knowledge that 
the need for communication for many users are of a 
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very interactive form . Should , however , user de
mands in a packet switching network be allowed to 
exceed the system capacity, unpleasant congestion 
effects occur, which rapidly destroy important 
network performance characteristics and efficiency 
advantages. 

This rather new technique has brought about the 
need for analytic tools to understand the network 
behaviour when in position of a network design . 
Great efforts have been made during the last 
years to develop such tools. However, the desire 
to understand how these complex systems behave, 
how they should be controlled from congestion etc 
requires further extensive efforts in developing 
new analytic tools. 

In general , the goal of this paper is to present 
analytic tools for the performance study of com
puter communication networks, and is in particular 
motivated by a need to understand how restricted 
buffer sharing policies can be used for conges
tion control in the nodes of a packet switching 
computer communication network. Though our models 
sometimes are rather simplistic, they can make us 
understand a basic network behaviour . 

RESTRICTED BUFFER SHARING POLICIES 

During the mid sixties , when packet switching com
puter communication networks were modelled by 
among others Kleinrock (1), simplifications were 
made regarding the buffer space in the nodes. 
Though the number of available buffers was re
garded unbounded , the works of Kleinrock were very 
important and opened up new grounds within the 
field of analysis of computer communication net
works. 

Those early network analyses gave rise to an un
derstanding of basic performance measures in terms 
of transmission delays and utilization of the 
transmission links. 

In view of the storage capacity issues, which have 
been observed in the ARPANET and the CYCLADE net , 
the assumptions of non limited buffer space give 
rise to questions. 

The problem of how to arrange a finite buffer 
space in a packet switching node has mostly been 
solved either by partitioning the available buf-
fers into unique parts, where packets bound for a 
certain outgoing transmission link use one speci-
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fic part, or by sharing the available buffers 
equally between all types of packets. The former 
scheme, Complete Partitioning (CP) , where actually 
no sharing is provided, leads in our models to a 
system of independent single servers. The latter, 
the Complete Sharing scheme (CS), allows any pack
et to use any buffer within the buffer space. 

In queueing theory it is well known that, regard
ing transit delays, one should, when optimizing a 
queueing system, try to follow the "the bigger -
- the better" rule (2). Thus, looking at a system 
wi th n parallel servers, each having the capacity 
C/n bits per second and its own infinite queu,e 
(here we use the word parallel to mean: doing the 
same kind of work), one obtains a lower transit 
delay if the packets could share a common queue. 

Furthermore, a system with one server, with capaci
ty C bits per second, shows a lower transit delay 
than the two other systems. 

If we compare the blocking probabilities of the 
three systems and assume each of the M/M/1 systems 
in the first example having M/n buffers (let M=n oA 
where A £ (1,2,3, ... )), we find the second example 
having a lower blocking probability than the first 
and the third a blocking probability lower than 
that of the second. 

The discussion above, regarding the transit delays, 
assumes in the second example that every packet 
could use any of the n servers. However, when we 
compared system 1 with system 2 regarding the 
blocking probabilities, the result was obtained re
gardless of whether a packet is predestined for a 
specific server or not . This result ought to 
motivate us to use a total shared buffer space in 
our nodes. 

However, in a packet switching computer communica
tion network, a packet is held in one of the buf
fers, not only while waiting for the appropriate 
transmission link (server) to become free, but al
so during the transmission of the packet. Thus , in 
spite of the transmission link being free, a pack
et can not be transmitted if no buffers are availa
ble . 

Both the CS and CP schemes do, however, lead to un
desirable behaviour of the system . Though the CS 
scheme yields a good system performance under low 
or normal traffic conditions, it fails under heavy 
traffic situations and in situations where load on 
the different transmission links are highly unbal
anced. On the other hand, under the CP scheme, buf
fers, allocated to a slightly loaded transmission 
link, are hardly used at all . However, under heavy 
or extreme overload situations the CP scheme does 
very well. When we here talk about whether a 
scheme does behave good or not we do primarily 
take into consideration the blocking probabilities 
and the net throughput. 

Under heavy load situations or when load on the 
outgoing transmission links is unbalanced, the per
formance under the CS policy is not only "not so 
good", but disastrous. As will be seen , packets 
bound for the highly used transmission link or 
links tend to hog most, or almost all, of the a
vailable buffers and thus prevent packets bound 
for other transmission links to reach their links. 
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Under heavy traffic situations, even when load on 
the different transmission links is equal, the CS 
scheme fails in securing a full utilization of all 
transmission links. 

The inadequate performance of buffer arrangements 
using either the CP or the CS scheme leads to the 
conclusion that contention for buffer space must 
be limited in some ways. 

In his Ph D thesis (3) Kamoun proposed different 
restricted buffer sharing policies in which the 
above mentioned drawbacks are reduced. Though none 
of them could be defined as the best, CP for in
stance does extremely well under heavy traffic sit
uations, we are under certain circumstances able 
to judge one of them to be better than the others 
regarding a specific performance measure. 

The restricted buffer sharing policies put restric
tions on how different packet types, i e packets 
in a node bound for a specific outgoing transmis
sion link, may use the available buffer space. 

Take for instance the SMA policy (Sharing with 
~inimum ~llocation). A minimum number of buffers, 
mj' is always allocated to j-packets (packets 
bound for transmission link j) and mO buffers are 
shared under the CS policy. A j-packet is lost if 
there are mj or more j-packets in the node and if 
all the mO common buffers are occupied. 

n 
(mo = M - L mj' M: the total number of buffers in 

j =1 
the node and n: the number of outgoing transmission 
links. ) 

Under the SMXQ policy (Sharing with Maximum Queues) 
a j-packet is lost if there are bj j~packets-in 
the buffer system, or if the total number of pack
ets equals M. Furthermore we claim that 

n 

L b j ~ Mi 
j=l 
The SMQMA policy (Sharing with a Maximum Queue and 
a Minimum Allocation) is a combination of-the - -
SMXQ and the SMA policies . mj buffers ar~ allocated 
to j-packets and among the mO shared buffers j
packets can hold up to bj buffers. Thus j-packets 
are always guaranteed mj buffers and can hold up 
to mj + b j buffers. 

The three policies mentioned above lie in the span 
between no sharing at all, that is CP, and total 
sharing, CS. 

It appears that the CS and the CP policies have 
serious drawbacks and though the total number of 
buffers should be shared, we must restrict the 
sharing . The limitations in the SMXQ policy do in
corporate these ideas, i e it does not allow a 
specific type of packets to hog all the buffers. 
However, the SMXQ does not guarantee a full utili
zation of the servers under heavy traffic consider
ations (3), (4). Among n input streams a minority 
could together hog all the buffers and thus pre
venting the other packet types to reach their 
transmission links . The SMA policy, however, does 
in principle, by means of its allocation of dedi
cated buffers, guarantee all packet types to reach 
their transmission links and thereby gives rise to 
a better total untilization of the outgoing trans-
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mission links. The SMQMA policy is of course a 
direct consequence of the discussion, that led 
from the CS- to the SMXQ policy, now applied to 
the SMA policy on the mO buffers equally shared a
mong all packets. 

Under the SMXQ- and the SMA policies the global 
performance measures, as for instance the blocking 
probability, have in principle the same structure, 
but when we study those belonging to each of the 
outgoing transmission links, they appear in quite 
different shapes. The SMA policy for instance 
tends to contribute to better performance meas
ures under heavily unbalanced load situations. 

It is obvious that the CP- as well as the CS poli
cy could be seen as a subset of the SMXQ-, the 
SMA- and the SMQMA policies. Take for instance 

n 
the SMA policy and let L 

i==l 
m. 

1. 
M and we get the 

CP policy. Let mi == 0 Vi == 1,2, ... ,n and we have 
the CS policy. 

Furthermore, if n==2, i e if we have two outgoing 
transmission links, then the SMA- and the SMXQ
policies are identical. Let b1==m1+mo and b2==m2+mO' 
If n > 2, the two policies are quite different. 
Latouche (5) roughly ranks four of our policies in 
order of increasing degree of sharing and if we 
include the SMQMA policy we get: CP, SMA, SMQMA, 
SMXQ and CS. 

When implementing the SMXQ -, the SMA - and the 
SMQMA policies in a net, the parameters mi' 
bi Vi == 1,2, ... ,n could be seen as functions of 
the different loads and arrival rates on the 
transmission links. Thus the pure SMXQ -, SMA -
- and SMQMA policies require their parameters to 
be changed, when the different loads and/or the 
arrival rates do change. 

Therefore let us define the policies above in a 
fixed form and call them "Fixed Sharing with Maxi
mum Queues", FSMXQ, "Fixed Sharing with Minimum 
Allocation", FSMA, and "Fixed Sharing with Maxi
mum Queues and Minimum Allocation", FSMQMA. 
When using these policies, we derive the parame
ters mi and bi for one specific load and arrival 
rate situation and assume that the parameters are 
not changed when load and/or arrival rate change. 

Moreover, let us define "Fixed Complete Parti
tioning", FCP, in the same principle way. 

During the last ten years much effort has been put 
into the analysis of computer communication net
works with limited buffer space in the nodes. 

Regarding the restricted buffer sharing policies 
SMA, SMQX, SMQMA, Kamoun (3), (6) has made a pioneering 
effort in not only descrining them, but further
more he has cleared out the basic differences be
tween performance measures derived through them. 
Besides his Ph D thesis he has together with Dr 
Leonard Kleinrock produced some essential articles 
in the field (4), (7). Irland (8), (9), (10) has 
made excellent studies of computer communication 
networks and made pioneering studies of his Square 
root rule and the SMXQ policy. The works of Irland 
has been further developed by Latouche (5). 
Foschini, Gopinath and Hayes (11) try to find "the 
optimal policy" and determine the form in the case 
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when n 2 and n 3 . 

A PACKET SWITCHING NODE MODEL 

A packet's way through a packet switching node can 
briefly be described as follows: After arriving at 
the node, via one of the incoming transmission 
links, the packet is placed in an input queue, 
waiting for the routing procedure. The procedure 
chooses, according to the destination of the pack
et ana in some cases to the traffic situation in 
the network, one outgoing transmission link and 
puts the packet in the corresponding output queue. 
Here we assume fix routing, which implies that the 
choice of the outgoing transmission link only de
pends on the destination of the packet. 

input 
queue 

routing 
procedure 

Fig 1 The packet node 

output 
queues 

transmission 
links 

During transmission a copy of the packet is held 
in the output queue for retransmission if no ac
knowledgement signal, or a negative one, is received 
within a given time. 

As discussed in (8), (9), the execution of the 
routing procedure is faster than the transmission 
and thus the routing procedure and the incoming 
queue are omitted from our model of the packet 
switching node. 

In general, there are n outgoing transmission 
links leaving our node and we denote a packet, 
which will be sent over transmission link j a j
packet. The figure below shows the n different 
packet types, the outgoing queue or buffer system 
and the transmission links. 

M 
buffers 

output queue 
system 

Fig 2 The output queue system 

transmission 
links 
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We assume furthermore, that the output queue sys
tem consists of M buffers, each of which can hold 
one packet irrespective of the length of the pack
et. The occupancy of the M buffers is restricted 
according to one of the restricted buffer sharing 
policies. 

Kamoun (3), Gerla (12) and Fultz (13) discuss the 
questions that arise in conjunction with the fix 
routing assumptions. As our analytic tools do not, 
in our global packet switching node model, lend 
themselves to incorporate advanced adaptive rout
ing policies (and not even non-advanced), we have 
to assume fix routing. Thus the validity of this 
assumption depends on the difference between fix 
and adaptive routing techniques. However, the work 
of Fultz, though dealing with a special adaptiv 
routing policy and network, shows a similarity in 
principle between the behaviour of a net using the 
fixed and the adaptive policy respectively. 

As the adaptive routing policy requires informa
tion containing the net load situation, (i e the 
number of paa:kets being sent between all adj acent 
nodes), which as a result implies an increase of 
total load, delay for instance tends to be higher. 

Assume that j-packets arrive according to a Poisson 
stream with the intensity Aj packets per second. 
We also assume that j-packet lengths are exponent
ially distributed with mean 1/~ bits and that the 
capacity of output link j is Cj bits per second. 
This implies that the transmission times on the 
j-th link are exponentially distributed with mean 
l/~Ci seconds. 

Arriving packets, finding the output queue system 
"filled", according to the used restricted buffer 
sharing policy, are lost. 

During transmission of a packet, a copy is held in 
the output queue system. Moreover, j-packets 
stored in the output queue system are transmitted 
in a FCFS basis. 

Our assumption of exponentially distributed packet 
lengths are not as invalid as it may seem at a 
first glance. T~ough messages, sent from one host 
computer to another, are divided into packets of 
fixed lengths (1024 bits in the ARPA network) , 
measurements on the ARPA network have shown that 
the average size of a data message is some 250 
bits (14). As Kamoun (3) proposes, a better ap
proximation would be to assume a truncated expo
nential message length distribution, but no closed 
form solution has been obtained (15). 

In this section we focus on the SMA- and the CS
policies as the SMA policy in itself contains both 
the cs and the CP policies and if n = 2 is identic 
to the SMXQ policy. 

Let ~ = (k1' k2' ... , kn ) denote the state kj 
j-packets in the output queue system (V j=1,2, .. ,n) 
Feasible states within the state space n are dis
cussed in (16). The states ~ in n form an n-dimen
sional ergodic Markow chain. The steady state solu
tion 

n Aj 
P (~) = P (0) IT p. kj . P -

j =1 J I j - llCj 

is given in a product for.m (16). The normalization 
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n 
k· 

constant P(O) = 1/~ IT Pj J as well as the block-
- n j=1 

ing probabilities Bj = ~ P(~) (~j = [the set of 
~j 

states under which j-packets are blocked]) could 
be computed by means of a fast recursive technigue 
(17-). For instance the normalization constant P(Q) 
is given by 

-1 
P (0) = fn (mO) 

- mn +1 m 
_ (1-po)+ mn ~ kn 

f n (m)-fn-1 (m) (1-) Pn Pn 
Pn kn =l 

f n -1 (m-kn ) i 

fO (m) = 1 V m: O~ m ~ mO i 

In order to obtain an optimal allocation of the 
number of dedicated buffers, we form a cost func
tion, which should be a function of one of the 
performance measures we are interested in optimiz
ing. 

We have primarily used as cost function "the num:" 
ber of lost j-packets per second", V j=1,2, ... ,no 
A minimization of the cost function f(m), with re
spect to the number of dedicated buffers, gives us 
the optimal allocation. The cost function f(m) 
gives us 

n 
~ A .B j 

j=1 J 

a minimum value of the number of lost packets per 
second. 

If we use this linear cost function, just compris
ing the total number of lost packets per second, 
it is obvious that total throughput is maximized. 
Let us also observe the dependence between through
put and utilization. The throughput on outgoing 
transmission link j Aj ' = Aj(l-Bj) and utilization 
on link j Uj = Pj (l-Bj). The corresponding total 
performance measures A' and U are equal to the 
sum of the local measures taken over all trans
mission links. 

n 
A' = ~ A. I 

j=l J 
and U 

n 
~ U· 

. 1 J J= 
Thus if C1=C2= ... =Cn=C, Aj= K· Uj and A= K· U 
where K= 1.1 C. We could consequently in this section 
talk about utilization, as the normalized through-
put and vice versa. 

Figure 3 and 4 which corresponds to the CS- aod 
the SMA-policies respectively show total utiliza
tion as well as utilization of the individual 
links as a function of offered load, with one of 
the loads being held constant while the other va
ries. Furthermore n=2, M=10 and C1=C2. In figure 3 
(the CS policy) we find utilization of transmis
sion link 1 as well as total utilization being 
dramatically decreased with increasing load on 
link 2. 2-packets tend to occupy almost all of the 
M buffers. 

In figure 4 (the SMA policy) we find total utili
zation forming a non decreasing function of of
fered load. The SMA policy allocates more dedi
cated buffers to 1-packets than to 2-packets as 
P2 increases. 
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1,5 

U2 

0,75 

Fig 3. Utilization of the transmission links(CS) 

Ut il izat ion 

1.5 

____ --------~-------U2 

0,75 

L----f--______ ----------------------- ul 

Fig 4. Utilization of the transmission links(SMA) 

Average delay for packets, i e time spent in the 
buffer system and transmission time, could be ob
tained by using Little~s formula AIT = N, where 
N is the mean number of packets in the buffer sys
tem and AI is the effective arrival rate A(l-B). 

Figure 5 shows the average delay for j-packets as 
well as average delay for any packet as functions 
of P2 and Pl is held constant and equals 0.5 (n=2 
and Cl=C2). Let us first discuss the behaviour of 
T in the interval 0 ~ P2 ~ 0.5. In the entire in
terval ml=m2=0 and when P2=0 T2=0.05 since x=l/~C= 
0.05. Moreover, when P2=0 T=T2 and when P2=0.S 
T=Tl=T2 and as Tl decreases as long as l-packets 
are not allocated any buffers, we obtain the ap
pearance shown in figure 5. 

Figure 6 shows T as a function of P2 under the CS, 
CP and SMA policies. Here we find the CS policy 
behaving poorly under heavy load and the CP policy 
better than the SMA policy. However, The number of 
dedicated buffers under the SMA policy are ob
tained when minimizing the number of lost packets 
per second and not when minimizing delay. The 
leaps in the SMA curve correspond to an increase 
of ml from 0 to 5 buffers and m2= 1 in the interval 
O.7S <P2<3. However, delays corresponding to the 
CP policy are a little J:ht shorter than those cor
responding to the SMA policy. Under extreme load 
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Fig 5. Average buffer delay T, for j-packets(SMA) 
J 

0,45 

0,2 2 5 

Avtlrageo 
delay 

cs 

1,5 

Fig 6. Average buffer delay(CS, CP and SMA) 

we know that the SMA policy will allocate buffers 
according to the CP policy. 

In general the SMA policy tends to allocate more 
buffers to those transmission links that are of
fered a smaller load and also to those, that are 
offered a larger arrival rate. These two effects 
do sometimes, for a specific transmission link, 
work in the same direction and sometimes they do 
not. 

ACKNOWLEDGEMENT SIGNALS AND RETRANSMISSION 

If we extend our model to incorporate the effects 
of acknowledgement signals and retransmission, we 
can under certain assumptions 'as for our earlier 
model obtain an ergodic markov chain for our state 
space. Assume that immediately after completion of 
a transmission, an acknowledgement signal is sent 
back, and with probability a the signal is assumed 
to be negative and thereby to require the appro
priate packet to be retransmitted. The length of 
an acknowledgement signal is also exponentially 
distributed, but with mean t bits, i e after the 
transmission is completed an acknowledgement sig
nal will be given after a time, which is exponent
ially distributed with mean l/vc. These assump
tions imply that acknowledgement signals have pri-
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Fig 7. The packet node 

ority over other signals. This could be motivated 
as follows: When an acknowledgement signal is to 
be sent, and the appropriate transmission link is 
busy, the acknowledgement signal is "piggybacked" 
on the transmitted packet. Furthermore we do not 
consider acknowledgement signals confirming trans
missions towards our node. Thus a packet is held 
in one of the buffers during a time consisting of 
a) wait for the transmission link to become free 
b) a packet transmission time 
c) wait for an acknowledgement signal 
d) if a negative acknowledgement a) to d) once more. 

In the case where we have n outgoing transmission 
links, the probability of having ji i-packets in 
the buffers waiting for transmission or for trans
mission to be completed and £i i-packets in the 
buffers waiting for an acknowledgement signal 
(V i = 1,2, ... ,n) is given by 

n A. j i n A. £i 

P(i,!) i:1(~C(1~a)) i:1(VC(~-a)) P(Q,Q) i 

Finally P(~) , the probability of having k i i-pac-
kets in the buffers (V i=1,2, ... ,n) is given by 

k1 k2 k 
n 

P(k) l: l: l: P(~-!,!) i 

£1=0 £2=0 £ =0 
n 

The steady state probabilities for this model could 
be seen as a normalized version of the one we pre
sented in the previous chapter and thus the prin
ciple appearance of both utilization and the num
ber of dedicated buffers as functions of load are 
the same for the two models. 

A PACKET NODE MODEL WITH PRIORITIES 

In the previous two chapters, where we presented 
models of our packet switching node, we minimized 
the number of lost packets per second with respect 
to the number of dedicated buffers. In this chap
ter we will use a cost function with weight factors 
in order to increase total throughput in a network. 

When using weight factors in our cost function we 
prefer, in order to emphasize the use of weights, 
to denote it a penalty function. With penaltyfunc
tions we can in general give different priorities 
to the different type of packets and in particular 
give higher priority to packets that leave the sub-

6 

net at a specific node. In our earlier models we 
have only included the subnet, but now we include 
the transmission links between our packet switch 
and the host computers as well. 

We propose the following cost or penalty function 
when determining the number of dedicated buffers 
in node j 

n 

for packets leaving the net at node ji 

otherwise 

A MODEL OF A PACKET SWITCHING NETWORK 

In this chapter we will incorporate our packet 
switching node model into a global packet switching 
network model, i e we develope a finite storage 
model for the sub network of an entire network. The 
finite storage model will incorporate our restric
ted buffer sharing policies and yield not only re
sults in terms of values of different performance 
measures, but also an understanding of the behav
iour of our packet switching network. 

In the early and pioneering works of Kleinrock (1), 
where he assumed: external Poisson arrivals, expo
nential packet length distribution, error free 
channels, no nodal delay, independence, fix rout
ing and infinite storage, the packet switching 
computer communication network was modelled as a 
queueing network (18). This brought about that each 
link, and the queue associated to that link, be
haved as an independent M/M/1 system, and that per
formance measures could easily be obtained by the 
known results from both the queueing network theory 
and the theory for M/M/1 systems. In this chapter 
we will use the above listed assumptions except the 
one regarding the buffer space in the nodes. 

Our model of a packet switching computer communi
cation network incorporates only the sub network, 
i e the nodes and the transmission links between 
the nodes. Thus the hosts and the transmission 
links between the hosts and the nodes are omitted 
in our model. This implies that packets sent from 
one host to another can be seen generated in the 
node to which the sending host is linked. The per
formance measures will therefore be restricted to 
those within the sub network. 

We assume packets being generated in node sand 
destined for node t to form a Poisson process with 
the intensity GAMMA (s, t) Vs, t = 1,2, ... ,n. Further
more we assume packet lengths to be exponentially 
distributed with mean 1/~ bits. We use Kleinrock's 
independence assumption, i e a new packet length 
is drawn from the exponential distribuiton for 
every new transmission in the network. 

This independence assumption is extended to the 
general independence assumption (14), i e for every 
node in the network j-packet arrivals are assumed 
to form a Poisson process. This leads to that the 
nodes can be regarded independent of each other. 

As mentioned above Burke (19) has shown the output 
process from a M/M/1 system to be a Poisson pro-
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cess. But we know, however, that the output process 
from an "M/M/l·1imited number of queue places" is 
not Poisson. 

However, the effects of the general independence 
assumption have been thoroughly studied by compar
isons between simulations with and without that 
assumption and could briefly be summerized as fol
lows: The effects are not crucial for meshed net
works, i e networks where every node is linked to 
several other nodes. But the general independence 
assumption is generally inadequate for tandem net
works (1), (13) . 

Performance measures are computed for an Il-node 
network (see fig 8). 

9 5 

6 .... ------4 
8 

10 3 

11 2 

Fig 8. The I1-node network 

The corresponding capacity matrix CAP shows the 
different link capacities in k bits/sec (fig 9) . 
Furthermore, the network uses a fix routing al
gorithm. In figure 10 we find the routing matrix 
ROUT, where an element ROUT(i,j) indicates toward 
which node a packet in node i, bound for destina
tion node j, is to be sent. 

CAP 

o 20 0 
20 0 20 
o 20 0 
o 0 50 
000 

100 0 0 
100 0 0 
000 
000 
000 
000 

o 0 100 100 
o 0 0 0 

50 0 0 0 
o 50 50 0 

50 o 100 o 
50 100 
o 0 
o 0 
o 50 
o 0 
o 0 

o 0 
o 0 
o 50 
o 0 
o 0 
o 20 

Fig 9. The capacity m~trix 

ROUT 

o 

4 
6 
6 
1 
1 
7 

2 

o 
2 
3 
4 
1 
1 
7 

8 8 
11 11 

7 7 

6 
3 
o 
3 
4 
4 
1 
7 
5 
9 
7 

6 
3 
4 
o 
4 
4 
1 
7 
5 
9 
7 

6 
3 
4 
5 
o 
5 
1 
9 
5 
9 
8 

Fig 10. The routing matrix 
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In order to compute the performance measures we are 
interested in, for instance the net throughput and 
delays, we have to compute the different link flows, 
i e the number of j-packets offered node i Vi,j. 
Irland (8) has in his PhD thesis proposed an algo
rithm to compute the matrix LINKFLOW (with elements 
LINKFLOW(i,j)) when the link blocking probabili
ties (the matrix PLOSS) are not given. The algo
rithm uses a fixed-point interation to solve the 
equation 

PLOSS = FUNC(PLOSS) 

with the initial estimate for all blocking proba
bilities being O. That is 

PLOSSO = 0 

PLOSS
p

+ 1 
FUNC(PLOSS ) 

P 

The iteration stops when PLOSSp +1 is approximately 
equal to PLOSSp . For every loop in this iteration 
LINKFLOW and the optimal allocation of buffers ac
cording to restricted buffer sharing policies and 
our cost function are computed. 

Let us now very briefly present some resultscorre
sponding to the I1-node network. Our performance 
measures, the net throughput and average source
destination delay are presented as functions of the 
number of offered packets per second, 

n n 
gamma = L: L: GAMMA (s,t) . Let the end to end ar-

s=l t=l 
rivalrates emanate from the following GAMMA matrix 
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Fig 11. The end to end packet intensities (pack/ sec) 

and let all the elements in this matrix be simul
taneously increased by the same factor. Furthermore 
we assume the total number of buffers in each node 
M = 20. Fig 12 shows throughput as a function of 
gamma under the CS and the SMA policies. As seen in 
the diagram, the number of delivered packets/sec 
forms, under the SMA policy, a non-decreasing func
tion of gamma, whereas that corresponding to the 
CS policy decreases. This last effect could better 
be seen in fig 13, where besides throughput for 
the CS and the SMA policies also those of the ESMA 
and FSMA policies are drawn. The number of dedi
cated buffers under the FSMA policy are for all 
values of gamma fixed and computed for gamma = 460 
packets / sec. For the ESMA policy (~qual ~haring 

with Minimum Allocation) we claim ml=m2= ... =mn . 
Even though the FSMA policy in this case forms a 
non-decreasing function of gamma, this is not so in 
g eneral. In fig 13 we can see very clearly, that 
the curve corresponding to the CS policy decreases 
as load increases. 
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In fig 5, where we presented delays in a node, i e 
the time spent in one of the buffers, we found 
that delay as a function of load had leaps, when 
the number of dedicated buffers changed under the 
SMA policy. Those leaps are also found when using 
the CP policy. When we apply those policies to a 
complete net, the leaps in the curve corresponding 
to mean end to end delays appear when the number 
of dedicated buffers is changed in any node. As we 
increase the end to end packet rates, the alloca
tion of the number of dedicated buffers will fre
quently change in the nodes. Thus the curves cor
responding to the SMA and the CP policies (and 
also the ESMA policy, though not being presented 
here) will be very jagged. In fig 14 mean end to 
end delay is drawn as a function of gamma under 
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F ig 14. Delay as a function o f the a rriva l r a t e . 
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the CS, the FSMA, the FCP, the SMA and the CP pol
icies. We find great differences between the 
curves, but one should of course be aware of the 
blocking probabilities corresponding to the dif
ferent policies. Take the CP policy, for instance, 
which blocks out more packets than the SMA policy 
and in this case gives the remaining non blocked 
packets a shorter transit delay. 

When comparing the SMA and the CS policies with 
respect to throughput we have found the former to 
yield a higher throughput. When we compare the two 
policies with respect to delays again the SMA pol
icy will have the best performance, i e yield a 
shorter total delay. Though the SMA policy contri
butes to a higher throughput, a net using the CS 
policy will on average have more packets in its 
node buffers. Furthermore, if we put our attention 
to the mean number of packets in the net that will 
be successfully delivered, the CS policy will do 
better than the SMA policy. Thus, even if the SMA 
policy will have a better througput than the CS pol
icy, the latter will contribute more to the number 
of successfully delivered packets in the network 
than the former. However, these performance meas
ures are related via Little's result and their 
ratio is equal to mean transit delay. 

CONCLUSIONS AND FURTHER RESEARCH 

This paper is motivated by a need to understand 
how restricted buffer sharing policies can be used 
for congestion control in the nodes of a packet 
switching computer communication network. We have 
found that the i ntroduction of restricted buffer 
shari ng policies improves the performance charac
teristics in terms of e g throughput and delay, 
and moreover protects the entire network from de
gradation under abnormal and heavy load situa
tion s. 

Analysis of computer communication networks re
qu i res development of more precise analytic net
work queueing models. In this paper, the perform
ance characteristics are presented in terms of 
average va l ues. Variances and perhaps even higher 
moments must be derived in order to make better 
estimations of a network behaviour. In some cases, 
the assumption of fix routing in network models is 
quite inadequate. We must be able to incorporate 
adaptive load dependent routing policies in the 
network models as well. 

Up till now, the analyses of computer communica
tion networks have been concentrated on small and 
medium sized networks. In the future we have to 
focus network analyses on larger networks with 
perhaps thousands of nodes and an enormous number 
of users. In these networks a large number of in
t e lligent terminals may be linked directly to the 
network nodes and not via a host computer. 

Further investigations have to be made regarding 
congestion control by means of restricted buffer 
sharing policies. Some of the policies, treated 
here, have showed valuable when used in small and 
medium s i zed networks. But new polic i es have to be 
d e veloped for large networks and e specially for 
large networks with many output links at each node 
(both towards other nodes and towards host compu
ters or intelligent terminals). Furthermore, re-
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stricted buffer sharing policies combined with 
"penalty functions" have to be developed for the 
input queues at each node in order to throttle 
new traffic. 
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Swnmary of Questions/Answers 

I 

J Date: 13 June 1983 
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Paper: 5 

Q.l (Harmen Van As) 

In your paper you have considered long term overload. In packet 
switching networks we are however, very often faced with short 
overload peaks. My question is, to what extent can a buffer par-

• 

titioning , scheme cope with these short overloads, especially i I 
when there are asymmetrip~l. ' 

A.l (Ulf Korner) 

Yes, to some extent. If drastic dynamic overload situations 
occur, the allocation of buffers should be changed. It is of 

, course a little tricky to dynamically estimate offered load, 
especially if there are very short overload situations. -
Hqwever, the cost ' function containing the number of lost packets 
per second shows up a rather smooth minima. ,Thus it is not that 
i~portant to have the very optimal allocation. 

This effect could be seen in my paper as I discuss the FSMA 
policy. It seems as if .•. if you have once made your allocation 
for one load situation you could keep it also under short overload 
sttuations as lon~ as the allocation has given at least one 
dedicated buffer to each packe~ stream. 

Tnese aspects are ,valid under symmetrical as well ~s under 
apymmetrical situations. 

, I' 


